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Natural acoustic & 
aesthetic solutions using 
preserved plants 

Unfolding the secrets 
of nature

Custom Made



Founded in the heart of Europe, in Brussels, 
Belgium, our company introduces a new 
and revolutionary plant design concept. 

We offer fully preserved natural 
plant products that combine aesthetics 
with high-level acoustic absorbance. 
Our handmade products contribute to 
increased performance and higher levels 
of wellbeing within your workforce. 

We design and deliver all the 
structural and natural elements you need to 
reduce sound levels and increase the visual 
appeal of your interior space. 

Thanks to their unique ecological 
process – completed without the 
addition of any dangerous toxins, 
chemicals or components – all our 
mosses and foliages are totally 
maintenance free: they require neither 
pruning, nor watering, nor even sunlight. 

Peace, quiet, wellbeing; 
inspired by nature. 

Welcome to Greenmood. 

About us

About us

Absorb 
sound, 
soothe the 
mind & ease 
the spirit

Moss harvested 
manually in
European Forests
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About Custom Made

About
Custom Made

Natural preserved plants and mosses 
- requiring no maintenance at all - 
provide a great versatility: thanks to their 
characteristics we can imagine endless 
possibilities of interior design creations, 
fulfilling all your wishes.

Whether you want a Green Wall, 
Green Logo, Frames, or any kind of custom 
work combining various processes, our 
experienced team of professionals will 
advise you on the best choices to suit 
your individual requirements, right from 
the conception stage.

Whatever your vision, we can help 
you find the preserved plant products to 
match your design scheme. 

From ambient noise reduction 
to the aesthetics of an interior space, 
we create commercial environments 
conducive to productivity and wellbeing. 

Designed by and 
for architects

100% handmade 
production
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Noise 
Reduction

The secret to a well-balanced 
corporate interior is not just in how it 
looks and functions but also in how 
it sounds. The acoustic ambiance of 
a room, whether an office space or a 
lobby, is every bit as important as the 
layout and décor. 

In large interiors, such as open-
plan office spaces, a lot of noise 
pollution is produced. With so many 
conversations going on, phones 
ringing, tapping of keyboards, papers 
being shuffled and outside traffic 
sounds, there’s a continuous din. In 
many offices and workspaces this 
background noise far exceeds the 
recommended 45 decibels. 

The result ? Poor concentration, 
reduced levels of collaboration, 
headaches, increased stress, and 
discomfort. 

Effective acoustic solutions 
inspired by nature

The solution is to reduce this 
ambient noise for the benefit of 
management, employees, and 
visiting customers and clients. This 
is best achieved with acoustic 

elements which reduce sound 
spread, reverberation and echoing. 
Our creations at Greenmood are 
specifically designed to absorb 
sound, the natural way. 

All our projects are made 
using preserved mosses, with 
acoustic benefits at the forefront 
of their creation. Once installed 
in an interior, they help to smooth 
ambient noise and reduce overall 
sound to acceptable decibel levels. 

They sound good, they look 
good, and they also help you feel 
good. 

Proven acoustic results 

We asked CARE CEDIA to test the 
performance of our products when 
it comes to sound absorption. The 
laboratory provided us with detailed 
reports showing the undeniable 
sound-reducing qualities of the 
natural moss. 

The tests were conducted in 
accordance to the ISO 11654:1997 
standard (laboratory-based sound 
absorption coefficient measurements 
using 10m² for each moss).

Acoustic solutions 
never looked 
so natural

Noise Reduction
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Preserved Ball Moss is generally used 
to add texture to a green wall base. Ball Moss 
gives you a vibrant colour & texture to any 
space with 3D effect on your green wall.

They are all sustainably harvested and 
preserved using natural glycerine.

Ball Moss: 
Nature in volume

Our Reindeer Moss is grown in North 
European forests and is exclusively hand-
picked by local producers, in keeping with 
ancestral sustainable methods respectful of 
the environment.

It is a natural fire retardant lichen that 
can be used only indoors, and must be 
guaranteed an environment with a minimum 
relative humidity of about 30%. That said, it 
does not need any maintenance at all.

Lichen 
(Reindeer Moss)

These playful graphic tools can be 
used to deliver added visual contrast and 
interest to classical preserved green walls. 
The designs you can potentially create are 
endless in scope and possibility. 

There are five standard patterns 
and seven different module designs, 
including linear and curving shapes, which 
can be mixed together or used uniformly 
on one wall.

Twinkles

Your brand image is one of the 
most important features of your company. 
Whether it’s your logo or the signage within 
your business premises, your corporate 
look needs to be both visually appealing 
and memorable. 

With Green Logos, you can achieve 
both, and more! We design personalized 
logos made from 100% natural plant. 
Preserved using eco-friendly techniques, 
these green designs will last for years, 
without the need for watering, maintenance 
or sunlight.

Send us pictures of your logo and 
details of your project. We’ll then arrange to 
discuss your requirements in more detail so 
we can help you choose the best options 
for your nature-inspired branding, like:
— Which moss to use
— The framework material
— The colours and sizes
— The style of filling...

Green Logos

Our Forest designs give your walls a 
true wild forest feel while enhancing both the 
acoustic and visual ambiance. 

Their preservation process let us use all 
the benefits of real plants for interior design, 
without any disadvantages. They require 
absolutely no maintenance, no watering, no 
sunlight, nor any pruning whatsoever.

Forest:
Lush foliage

This padded moss is found in 
european forests, on acidic soil under tall 
softwood trees.

By choosing the best parts of the moss 
carpets, we obtain a deep green moss with 
bright green reflections on its extremities, 
giving an elegant and design-friendly 
appearance supplementing its texture.

Provence Moss: 
Wild Elegance

Plant types

Pant types10 11Custom Made by Greenmood



Creating inspiring 
and healthy work 
environments
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Natural sound 
reduction has 
never been so 
easy

Réalisation : Tecnibo
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Designed by 
and for architects: 
welcome to a 
world of 
possibilities

© Any Green
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Carefully and 
diligently 
handmade from 
conception to 
production
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Lichen 
(Reindeer Moss)

Our Reindeer Moss is grown in North 
European forests and is exclusively hand-
picked by local producers, in keeping with 
ancestral sustainable methods respectful of 
the environment.

It is a natural fire retardant lichen that 
can be used only indoors, and must be 
guaranteed an environment with a minimum 
relative humidity of about 30%. That said, it 
does not need any maintenance at all.

Its unique shape and acoustic 
properties offer endless possibilities in 
design. This extremely soft and flexible moss 
blends perfectly with various materials.

The color – which is determined 
during the preservation stage – does 
not contain any harmful toxic or noxious 
substances and does not discolor with time. 
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Nature above 
your head

Custom Projects Lichen (Reindeer Moss)

Achieving 
a wide variety of 
creations

Versatile, colorful 
& resistant
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Various tints & 
shades choices

Natural humidity 
indicator 

Custom Projects Lichen (Reindeer Moss)

Réalisation : Tecnibo
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Custom Projects Lichen (Reindeer Moss)

© Any Green
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Ball Moss:
Nature in volume

Preserved Ball Moss gives a vibrant color 
& texture to any space while also adding 
volume to a flat surface.

Hand-harvested in European forests, 
these mosses of best quality will bring you a 
green lifestyle to your space.

They are all sustainably grown and 
preserved using natural glycerine and  
food dyes.

The Ball Moss provides the best 
acoustic absorption performance, even 
better than some specialized synthetic 
products.

© Any Green
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Totally 
maintenance 
free

Shapes & 
customizations 
on demand 

Custom Projects Ball Moss: Nature in volume

© Any Green
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Organic looking 
color from 
natural dyes

Provides 
peerless acoustic 
absorption 
performances

Custom Projects Ball Moss: Nature in volume

© Any Green
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Provence Moss: 
Wild elegance

This padded moss is found in European 
forests, on acidic soil under tall softwood 
trees.

Harvested manually and selectively by 
professionals, it is put through a preservation 
process, using natural and non-toxic products 
just like the ones used in the food industry. 

By choosing the best parts of the moss 
carpets, we obtain a deep green moss with 
bright green reflections on its extremities, 
giving an elegant and design-friendly 
appearance supplementing its high acoustic 
absorption qualities.

Jaspers Eyers Architects – UAU collectiv – Michel Jannsen – Photo: P. VanGelooven
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Handpicked 
with care

Deep green 
color with vivid 
reflections

Soothing 
and natural 
appearance 

Custom Projects Provence Moss: Wild elegance

Jaspers Eyers Architects – UAU collectiv – Michel Jannsen
Photo: P. VanGelooven
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High acoustic 
absorption 
qualities

Custom Projects Provence Moss: Wild elegance

Jaspers Eyers Architects – UAU collectiv – Michel Jannsen – Photo: P. VanGelooven
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Forest: 
Lush foliage

Our Forest designs give your walls a true 
wild forest feel while enhancing both the 
acoustic and visual ambiance. 

Their preservation process let 
us use all the benefits of real plants for 
interior design, without any disadvantages. 
They require absolutely no maintenance, 
no watering, no sunlight, nor any pruning 
whatsoever.

With this innovative concept of 
vertical gardens, Greenmood enters a real 
plant design universe. Immersed in the heart 
of a 100% natural exotic atmosphere, you’ll 
quickly feel their soothing effect. 

Whatever type of business you 
have, our Forest collection will fit perfectly 
into your interiors, with a unique and 
personalized design! 
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100% natural plants 
and foliages

Wide variety of 
species & colors 
available

Custom Projects Forest: Lush foliage

© Any Green

© Any Green
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Customized 
handmade 
compositions

Require no 
watering, 
sunlight, nor 
pruning

Custom Projects Forest: Lush foliage 4544 Custom Made by Greenmood



Twinkles
Design by Alain Gilles

These playful graphic tools can be used to 
deliver added visual contrast and interest to 
classical preserved green walls. The designs 
you can potentially create are endless in 
scope and possibility.

There are five standard patterns and 
seven different module designs, including 
linear and curving shapes, which can be 
mixed together or used uniformly on one wall.

Each module is easily attached, 
sticking out beyond the organic material 
and is available in four different powder 
coating finishes: Matte White, Matte Black, 
Corten & Gold. 

The Twinkles are ideal for any type of 
interior environment, including corporate 
lobbies, hallways, open-plan offices, waiting 
rooms and exhibition spaces.
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Hundreds 
of creative 
design 
options

Perfect for 
all interior 
settings

Custom Projects Twinkles

Your imagination 
is the only limit
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Custom Projects Twinkles

21 cm (8.3")

15 cm (6")

100 cm 
(3.28 ft)

100 cm 
(3.28 ft)

500 cm 
(16.4 ft)

Modules

Standard patterns

Pattern 1

Pattern 2

Pattern 3

Pattern 4

Pattern 5
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Green Logos

Your brand image is one of the most 
important features of your company. 
Whether it’s your logo or the signage within 
your business premises, your corporate 
look needs to be both visually appealing 
and memorable. 

With Green Logos, you can achieve 
both, and more! We design personalized 
logos made from 100% natural plant. 
Preserved using eco-friendly techniques, 
these green designs will last for years, 
without the need for watering, maintenance 
or sunlight. 

They imbue the stunning beauty of the 
natural world and have the inherent acoustic 
qualities of a woodland. Your logo – your 
corporate identity – will be transformed 
into a natural feature to impress visitors and 
enhance the acoustic peacefulness of the 
surrounding space. 

All logos and signage are handmade 
in our workshop by our experienced and 
expert team. Everything is bespoke and 
created specifically to your exact tastes, 
dimension requirements, and brand identity.

Let us help you incorporate the 
breathtaking power of nature into your 
company interiors – thereby softening the 
corporate hardness, and cultivating wellbeing 
in both your visitors and your workforce. 
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100% handmade 
and easy to 
install

Your logo 
transformed 

Custom Projects Green Logos

© Any Green

© Any Green
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Wide range
of materials 
and techniques

Enhance your 
brand image 
with a natural 
look

Custom Projects Green Logos 5756 Custom Made by Greenmood



Greenmood 
France
38 Rue de Berri
75 008 PARIS
France
+33 (0)6 12 27 19 16
+33 (0)1 71 84 83 25 
ajay@greenmood.fr 
www.greenmood.fr

Greenmood 
Germany 
Hamburger Straße 28
D-27283 VERDEN 
Deutschland 
+49 4231 9366840
info@green-mood.de 
www.green-mood.de

Greenmood HQ 
Belgium 
Greenmood Sh'Office
Atomiumsquare 1 / 102 
Trademart Brussels 
1020 BRUSSELS, Belgium 
+32 (0)2 608 19 62
sales@greenmood.be 
www.greenmood.be

Greenmood HQ 
North America 
Greenmood Sh'Office
New York City Design Center 
200 Lexington Ave Suite #1509 
New York, NY 10016
Tel : 800 794 2626 
us@greenmood.us
www.greenmood.us

Greenmood
Spain
@ Utopicus
Calle Gran Vía, 4
28 013 MADRID
Spain
+34 671 37 21 51
sales@greenmood.es
www.greenmood.es

Greenmood 
Romania 
Strada Agricultori 113 
Sector 2, BUCUREȘTI 
Romania 
+40 742 556 192
office@greenmood.ro 
www.greenmood.ro

Greenmood 
Denmark 
Natural Green Walls 
Kokmose 16
6000 KOLDING
Denmark
+45 71 99 27 26
info@greenmood.dk 
www.greenmood.dk

Greenmood 
Azerbaijan 
+994 051 580 80 14
info@greenmood.az
www.greenmood.az

Greenmood 
Poland 
Green Art
Przewodowa 29
04-874 WARSZAWA 
Poland 
+48 602 671 412
kontakt@greenmood.pl 
www.greenmood.pl

Greenmood 
Turkey 
Esentepe Mh. Kardeşler Cd. 
No:40 / B – Koral Han
Şişli / İSTANBUL
Turkey
+90 (532) 572 15 45
info@greenmood.com.tr 
www.greenmood.com.tr

Greenmood 
Taiwan 
台灣綠慕
台中市豐原區互助街10號1樓
4-25356608
sales@greenmood.tw 
www.greenmood.tw

Greenmood 
Luxembourg 
About Green
Zone d‘activité Cloche d’Or 
Rue Henri M. Schnadt, 6 
LU-2530 LUXEMBOURG
+352 691 771 771
info@greenmood.lu
www.greenmood.lu

Contact Notes
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